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Pricing, Heather Perry Jewelry 
 

Thanks for taking the time to check out my jewelry! 
 
Curious about pricing? Of course you are! It’s difficult to list exact prices for custom & customizable jewelry, 
which is basically what I do, so I’ve described the pricing process below. If you’d like to work with me to create 
a truly unique ring or another piece of jewelry, let’s connect. I can’t wait to hear your design ideas and am happy 
to discuss your concerns about pricing, deadlines, gemstone options, fit, etc. to arrive at your perfect balance 
between design and budget. Talk soon, H 

 
Custom Design & Heirloom Redesign 

Let’s work together to align your budget to the ring of your dreams! Prices for custom & heirloom redesign will 
vary based on design complexity, design process, metal and stone choices. In general prices for custom design 
start at $900. and go up according to design requirements, process & materials. An average price range for an 
engagement ring with a single .5ct diamond in 14k gold is between $3,600-$4,900. 

 
Existing Engagement & Wedding Ring Styles 

There is so much price variation possible within any given ring design based on your metal and gemstone 
preferences. This option can be less expensive than custom design because the design is complete! I’m happy to 
work with you to choices to fit your budget. 
Bands, plain, no stones: 
Silver bands start at $150  
Gold bands for women start at $700 and will vary based on karat (14k, 18k) and size 
Gold bands for men start at $900 and will vary based on karat (14k, 18k) and size 
Rings with gemstones: 
Wedding bands which include small gemstones in gold average from $989-$2,800.  
An average price range for an engagement ring with a single .5ct diamond in 14k gold is between $3,200-$4,700 

 
Wedding Jewelry & Wedding Party Gifts 

Looking for a beautiful jewel to wear the day of your wedding? I have so many choices! To see a few go to my 
website at www.heatherperryjewelry.com Prices range from $139.-$900. in silver and $589-$2,800. in gold. Still 
don’t see what you’re looking for? Lets connect-we can design it! 
How about your awesome wedding party? Depending on style, silver necklaces begin at $89. with price breaks 
for a quantity of five or more. 


